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Building Effective Attorney-Client Relationships 

with Your VLN Clients 

 

Whether your client is paying or pro bono, the quality of your attorney-client relationship is key to a 

successful outcome. However, the specifics of building that relationship can look different when you 

and your client come from different economic or other backgrounds. Below is a checklist we suggest 

using with your VLN clients to help build an effective attorney-client relationship. 

Clarifying Expectations 

Issues: Attorneys and clients always have implicit expectations of each other; with VLN clients, some 

of these expectations may not be understood or shared. 

Strategies: 

 Review expectations for both attorney and client using VLN’s Attorney-Client Expectations sheet. 

 Explicitly state the importance of letting you know if their contact information changes, and 

informing you of new developments. (Depending on your case, it may be helpful to set a time for a 

check-in phone call every two weeks.)  

 In the beginning and throughout the case, explain the significance of certain meetings, documents, 

or court hearings; your client may otherwise not understand how they relate to his or her goal.  

 Before court hearings, explain how you will approach your legal arguments and communications 

with the other side and the court (and alert the client that you will not be able to speak freely in the 

court hearing or interrupt opposing counsel). 

 Be specific as to what your representation will and will not entail. 

 Clearly outline what the possible outcomes of the case may be. 

 Note: if in your review of your client’s situation, you determine that your client’s issue does not 

have merit, the case is not ready for trial, or the client’s household income is greater than reported 

to you, please contact VLN. While VLN staff does their best to screen, part of your service is 

reviewing the client’s information in greater depth and this may change the nature of the service 

that is most appropriate to provide the client. 

 

Contacting Your Client 

Issues: VLN clients may work alternate shifts, be homeless, have a pay-per-minute phone, or fear 

giving out contact information for safety reasons. Mental health issues may be present and make it hard 

for clients to problem solve around these barriers or take initiative to call their attorneys. Clients 

dealing with debt often screen calls and do not pick up unmarked or unknown numbers. 

Strategies: 

 Be specific about ways in which you may contact your client: 

 Is there a phone number I can reach you at? If that doesn’t work, is there a friend or relative 



whom I can contact to reach you? 

 Is there a phone number where I can leave a message for you? 

 If your cell phone is about to be turned off, can you please let me know? 

 Do you have an email address I may use to contact you? How often do you check that email 

address? 

 May I leave a message on this phone line or do you share this line with someone else? How 

would you like me to leave messages? 

 Be specific about how your client may contact you: 

 If your client calls excessively, you may later discuss strategies for communication that reduce 

the calls, including emails or keeping a journal for you to review once a week, etc.  

 If you use a new or blocked number:  

 Here is the number I’ll be calling from; please pick up when you see it or, if you prefer, I’ll 

leave a message that I’ll call back in five minutes. 

 If your client is homeless: 

 Do you have an email address you can check regularly, perhaps at the library 

 Do you have a social worker with whom I may leave messages? 

 Can you call me using the phone at a shelter or agency? 

 If your client is concerned about disclosing their contact information for safety reasons: 

 Let me confirm which number I can call? 

 What specific message would you like me to leave to let you know I called? 

 When leaving a message, leave the client your phone number and a convenient time to reach you. 

 If you use the VLN Administrative Line to receive calls from a client, explain that the client will 

call and leave a message with VLN. VLN will then relay that message to the attorney and the 

attorney will call the client back. Please note that there can be a delay between making a phone call 

and speaking to the attorney. 

 If you are having a difficult time contacting your client, please call VLN. 

 

Meeting Your Client 

Issues: Clients may have odd work hours, work multiple jobs or night shifts; in addition, their jobs may 

not give them time off for personal reasons. Clients may not have affordable child care or reliable 

transportation. Clients may also have disabilities or illness that makes travel difficult. Clients may miss 

appointments due to emergencies, not understanding the importance of appointments, or less 

experience in keeping track of appointments.  

Strategies: 

 Scheduling, missed meetings or late clients: 

 What is your schedule? What times of day would work for you to meet (including the time it 

takes to travel)? 

 Do you have children? Can you find childcare for the meeting? Does that change the times 



you’re available? 

 Would you like to meet at my office or at VLN? (VLN has conference rooms available for 

attorney-client meetings. Please contact VLN to reserve a room. VLN does not recommend 

meetings at your client’s home.) 

 How do you get around?  

 If by car, explain in detail how to get to your meeting place, including parking. If 

possible, validate parking.  

 If by bus, go to www.metrotransit.org to plot out and explain the route.  

 If your client is elderly or disabled, help him/her contact MetroMobility. 

 It is important that you attend scheduled appointments. If something comes up and you are 

unable to make the meeting or will be late, please call me as soon as possible to reschedule. If 

you miss scheduled appointments, I may not be able to help you on your case. (Note: even after 

you’ve done this, it is helpful to call the client to confirm the day before.)  

 If your client is misses an appointment or multiple appointments 

 Why did you miss that appointment? 

 If we set up another appointment and you need to miss it, will you call me? 

 If you miss another appointment without calling me, I may need to withdraw from the case. 

How can we avoid that happening? 

 Consider writing a letter to your client explaining that another missed meeting may require you 

to withdraw from the case. 

 If you are having a difficult time meeting with your client, please contact VLN. 

  

Communicating with your client 

Issues: Many of VLN clients find reading and writing difficult. Legalese is an ever-present concern, as 

is how you present certain topics both in conversation and in writing. Clients may have reason to 

distrust the court system and therefore not be completely forthcoming. Clients may not discern between 

legal issues and social problems.  

Strategies: 

 Identify and address potential fear of the legal system or a negative attitude. 

 Would you be more comfortable with someone else present at our meetings? (If yes, let them 

know implications on confidentiality.) 

 Do you mind if I take notes from time to time? (In any event, maintain eye contact and delay 

note taking until client is comfortable.) 

 When I ask you a question, if you wish to know why I’m asking it, or how it is important to your 

issue, please let me know. (From time to time, you may wish to explain the importance of any 

questions anyway.) 

 Identify and address comprehension problems. (Note: if language is their second language, first 

establish whether the client would be more comfortable using an interpreter.) 

 The legal system uses a whole different language and I’ll do my best to avoid legal terms. 
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Sometimes I might slip; please let me know when you don’t understand something I’m saying. 

(Avoid “legalese,” use simple terms, and periodically ask them if they understood.) 

 I’ll review any written documents and or forms with you, especially those I’ll be asking you to 

sign. (Read out loud any agreements, etc., unless the client asks you not to.) 

 When I write you letters, if you wish to review them over the phone with me too, please let me 

know. (When preparing written documents addressed to the client, write in plain and clear 

language; a third-grade reading level is a standard approach.) 

 Help your client stay focused on the legal issue with which you are helping. 

 I am helping you with [name the issue]. (Identify the issue specifically in your written 

representation agreement.) If I see that you have any other legal issues, I’ll let you know and 

encourage you call the VLN client line to get help for them. If I see that you have other issues, I 

may encourage you to call First Call for Help. (For other legal issues, you may also print out 

applicable resources from www.lawhelpmn.org or contact VLN.) 

 Sometimes, resolving this legal issue may help with other issues you have. (If that is the case, 

point out how.) 
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